Motorized Construction Equipment

Post-Test

1. What is OSHA’s permissible exposure limit for Carbon Monoxide?
   a. 50 ppm
   b. 35 ppm
   c. 80 ppm
   d. 60 ppm

2. All of the following is OSHA’s focus four EXCEPT:
   a. Falls Hazards
   b. Struck By Hazards
   c. Caught in- or –between Hazards
   d. Electrical Hazards
   e. Fire Hazards

3. The three things that affect the electrical shock severity is all EXCEPT:
   a. Amount of current
   b. **Gauge of wire**
   c. Path of Current
   d. Length of time

4. When Should you Inspect your Harness
   a. Once a month
   b. Weekly
   c. **Before every use**
   d. With every change in job description

5. What is Carbon Monoxide’s Formula?
   a. CO2
   b. **CO**
   c. H2O
   d. H2O2
   e. None of the above

6. Some of the symptoms of Carbon Monoxide Exposure are all the following EXCEPT:
   a. Nausea
   b. Headaches
   c. Unconsciousness
   d. **Burns**
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7. In Aerial Lifts fall harness is not required  
   a. True  
   b. False  

8. Who is Responsible for your safety?  
   a. You  
   b. Safety Manager  
   c. Foreman  
   d. Everyone else  
   e. None of the above  

9. Approximately how many Construction workers die every year on the job?  
   a. 2,400  
   b. 800  
   c. 700  
   d. 1000  

10. Fire extinguishers on mobile equipment should be checked  
    a. Beginning of each shift  
    b. Once a month  
    c. Yearly  
    d. Right before you attempt to put out a fire  

11. You should attempt to stay between equipment and an immovable object  
    a. True  
    b. False  

12. The two hazards on skid steers with the highest rate of fatalities are:  
    a. Tip over, and falling objects  
    b. Structural failures, and contact with objects  
    c. Electric shock, and fire  
    d. Crushed by moving parts, and rollover  

13. Who is allowed to operate aerial lifts  
    a. Supervisors  
    b. Trained authorized persons  
    c. Anyone with a license  
    d. Whoever has the key  
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14. In the event that guards on hand held equipment are damaged
   a. Notify supervisor and keep using
   b. Notify supervisor and take out of service
   c. Do nothing
   d. Work carefully with the equipment

15. Inspections and regular maintenance of the motorized equipment can reduce the carbon monoxide produced by the equipment
   a. True
   b. False